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THANK YOU

Hopes, Agenda, and Starting Assumptions:
You are compassionate!

Hopes for Today
 Awaken your curiosity and interest in compassion as force for change in your
organization

 Draw attention to action you can take to shape your organization and make
compassion more likely in your organizational culture.

Flow of Session
 Why talk compassion now? Does compassion really have business implications?
 What is compassion from a social science point of view?
 What are the important actions to awaken compassion across your organization?
Starting Assumptions
 Human nature is simultaneously other-oriented AND self-interested (Lieberman,
2013). Motivation to act on behalf of others is often stronger than self-interest

 Compassion is an innate human capacity (Keltner, 2009). Organizational contexts
can foster and shape compassion processes (Dutton, Workman, & Hardin, 2014).

Why talk compassion & culture today?

 High pressure, overloaded, and stressed out work culture
 Being busy is (was?) a badge of honor; stress is #1 work complaint
 Consistent “do more with less” pressures combine with technology to create an
always-on, 24/7 demanding workplace

 Global pandemic spikes need for flexibility
 For those who can work remotely, distress can come from eroding work/life

boundaries, overwhelming needs for childcare and elder care, climate of fear

 For those who cannot work remotely, distress can come from elevated risk of illness,
risks to family, adjusting arrangements of work, hostility & incivility

 Reawakening to pressing needs for action directed at social and
racial justice
 For people of color, distress can come from increased scrutiny or unexpected,
unwanted, or awkward interactions focused on identity at work

 For people who want to engage as allies or advocates, distress can come from lack
of knowledge, fear of error, or stress from inaction

A summary of the evidence
Across Multiple Studies & Sources
Darker shade ► High compassion
Lighter shade ► Low compassion
(Worline & Dutton, 2017)
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Five reasons to regard compassion as a strategic concern

1

Increased psychological safety, enabling learning,
adaptability and innovation

2

Increased ability to respond to human pain, enabling
greater service and care quality

3

Increased trust and high quality connections, enabling
cooperation and collaboration

4

Increased engagement and discretionary effort,
decreasing empathy fatigue and burnout

5

Increased attachment and commitment, enabling
employee and client retention

What is the takeaway?
Pre-pandemic work cultures were (also) killing people.
The pandemic and the social unrest in the US has spiked
the need for attention to compassion…
Awaking compassion at work:
 is not a fad, it is a strategic imperative;
 does not stop with the invention of a coronavirus
vaccine, it is an ongoing investment in your potential;
 is not an individual issue; demands systemic change
in the social architecture of your organization.

What is compassion at work?
Compassion defined

Sensitivity to the pain or suffering of another, coupled with a deep desire to alleviate that suffering.

(Goetz, Keltner & Simon-Thomas, 2010)

A model of compassion as a social process

Figure adapted from Dutton, Workman, & Hardin (2014)

Examples & stories
Most common sources of distress & most common actions in response
PAIN TRIGGERS









Loss, death, divorce
Illness, stress, anxiety
Downsizing, job change, job loss
Organizational change
Incivility, disrespect, indignity
Corrosive politics
Incompetence, inconsideration
Error and blame for mistakes
(Lilius, Worline et al., 2008)

COMPASSIONATE ACTIONS
 Attention, presence
 Listening, inquiring
 Flexibility, time out
 Social support, helping, rallying
 Emotional support, concern, care
 Material support, donations
 Coordinated resources customized to
the situation at hand

(Lilius, Worline et al., 2008)
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Why Compassion Matters
For those who are suffering
 Lessened anxiety
 Greater coping resources
 Sense of being valued
 Greater commitment
 Faster recovery

For those who witness
For those who act

 Increased pride and motivation

 Stronger prosocial identity, greater satisfaction
 Positive emotion, strengthened commitment
 Enhanced relationships

Adapted from Workman, 2017

What gets in the way?
Evidence about the barriers to compassion at work and
how we can overcome them in our interpersonal work as leaders
OBSTACLES
 Norms against expressing emotion
 Belief that suffering implies weakness; keeping our distance
 Ambiguity of situations and difficulty making sense of
personal / professional boundaries
 Heavy cognitive load, time pressure, feeling “too busy”
 Believing others are worthy of blame, corrosive relationships
 Belief that we lack the resources or capacity to respond
 Power or status differences that color what we perceive
 Emotional exhaustion, burnout
 Concerns about fairness
 Fear that showing compassion will be taken advantage of or
that compassion equals weakness

FACILITATORS
 Presence, both physical and psychological, “being there”
for one another
 Knowledge of others, attention to life / work interface
 Skillful and humble inquiry based on curiosity about other
people’s circumstances
 Giving the benefit of the doubt in ambiguous situations
 Mindful attention and attunement to state of others, even
when we don’t understand
 Empathic listening and tuning into a sense of concern
 Identification with others and emphasis on similarities
 Norms of helping and minimizing difficulty asking and
receiving help

Awakening

Compassion

at Work

Your Personal Blueprint Four questions that awaken compassion in our leadership

Awakening

Compassion

at Work

The Social Architecture of Compassion

What is social architecture?
Flexible structures in your organization that accommodate change
ROUTINES
ROLES

Collective ways of accomplishing work
Improvised ways to alleviate pain
Defined zones of responsibility
Emergent ways of coordinating

CULTURE

Positive default assumption:
people are good and worthy
Values of shared humanity

NETWORKS

The structures that tie people
The quality of relationships
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Networks
 Use the superhighways that connect people in organizations
and unleash energy through the quality of connections

Leadership Team Invested in
Compassion

Awakening

Compassion

Mental Health Task Force
Compassion Affinity Group
Culture Club

at Work
How can we bring
together groups of
people with interest
and energy to
support the spread of
compassion in our
organization?

Your Organizational Blueprint Four questions that awaken compassion in your system

Culture
 Make the deeply embedded values, beliefs, and assumptions
about people and human nature everyday lived experiences
How can you show
on a day-to-day basis
that you believe
employees
are good,
capable,
and worthy
of compassion?

How can we
demonstrate on a daily
basis our values of
shared humanity and
put into action beliefs
that people are good,
capable, and worthy of
compassion?

Awakening

Compassion

High Positivity
and Low
Productivity

Low Positivity
and Low
Productivity

High Positivity
and High
Productivity

On
Vacation

Thriving

Deadening

Churn &
Burn

at Work

Low Positivity
and High
Productivity

Your Organizational Blueprint Four questions that awaken compassion in your system

Roles

 Everyone’s job is compassion first. Re-define and re-imagine
zones of responsibility to foreground responsiveness to distress.
Change agent
Receptionist
Teacher
Lawyer
Nurse
Cashier
Cleaner
Leader
Consultant
Coach
Champion
Physician

How can we redefine and reimagine
everyone’s role so that it includes
responsibility for compassion?

Awakening

Compassion

at Work

Leaders
Look for compassion stories; watch for the helpers and uplift them, learn from them
Managers
Know when to ask for help; encourage teams to use and offer help
Emergent Roles
Some people know what to do; elevate and legitimize their work by labeling & recognizing it

Your Organizational Blueprint Four questions that awaken compassion in your system

Routines

 Rearrange your recurrent, interdependent ways of
accomplishing work to foster compassion first.

 Selection – are we recruiting people with full humanity in mind?
 Onboarding – do we welcome people with compassion?
 Socialization and training – are we creating generous interpretations?
 Communication – are we meeting and talking in ways that create empathy?
 Celebration and reward – are we recognizing humanity?
 Support – are we socially & emotionally present?
 Addressing conflicts – are we being kind & fair?
 Decision-making – are we deciding with compassion?

How can we rearrange work routines so that they
encompass responses to human pain?

Awakening

Managerial One-On-One Check In

Compassion

at Work

Personal check in; work update; one bite of feedback
Daily Team Check In
Monday sync up; Tues-Thurs stand up; Friday psych up
System Wide Leader Over-Communication
Flexibility to maximum possible extent; Predictability when possible

Your Organizational Blueprint Four questions that awaken compassion in your system

1. How can we bring together groups of people
with interest and energy to support the
spread of compassion in our organization?

Awakening

Compassion

at Work

2. How can we demonstrate on a daily basis our values of shared
humanity and put into action beliefs that people are good,
capable, and worthy of compassion?
3. How can we redefine and reimagine everyone’s role so that it
includes responsibility for compassion?
4. How can we rearrange work routines so that they encompass
responses to human pain.
Your Organizational Blueprint Four questions that awaken compassion in your system
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QUESTIONS?

